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INTRODUCTION 

Since recent years interest in cooperatives particularly 

in industrial cooperatives is growing among developing countries. 

In these countries where resources are generally liaited and emplcy-

11ent opportunities quite scarce. cooperatives are being viewed 

not only as new .ways for mobilizing Tesources .for _d~y~l~nt 

but also as potent tools for equitable distribution of national 

wealth. 

The econoaies of most of the developing Countries are pre

dominantly based on.agriculture. The productivity of agriculture. 

however. is quite low due to its predoainant use of traditional 

f araing aethods and consequent low level land tc.ldings of the 

peasantry. Even in countries where land tenure systea has not 

been a problem. one finds land holdings of the peasantry generally 

to be too small and fragaen~ry due to the low level mechanization 

used aaking large faraing iapossible. 

Cooperatives have been successfully used in soae Countries 

for the mechanization of agriculture. Saall individual plots 

were aaalpaated intc las·ge plots aaking mer.hanization feasible. 

By pulling individual resources together peasants were able 

to acquire modern aachinery through their cooperatives which 

otherwise would have been ur '.tt£inable individually. 

In tbe industrial sector the impact of cooperatives is 

yet to be fully felt in most developing Countries a• C011pared 

vitb trading or agricultural cooperatives. In a few Countries 

where tbe approach has been tried. however. such as, for instance. 

Indi£ coope~atives even in the industrial sector have .been found 

to be quite v.iable and have shown great potentials • 
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In Etniopia. unlike other developing countries with colonial 

legacies. the cooperative idea as is presently known is a recent 

develo,.ent. The first law on ~ooperatives was issued in tbe 1960s 

but concrete and serious actions to organize cooperatives were made 

only since 19n due to the enactaent of another lav. In the few 

years since. quite reaarkable achieveaents have been made and valu

able experience gained. 

Tens of thousands of artisans have been organized into handi

'raf ts cooperatives and some of thea have already upgraded-into 

smll-scale industry level production. The experience thus gained 

in a relatively short span of tille bas once again cot firmed the 

potency of the cooperar.ive approach as an instna.ent for aobilizing 

the resources of the aasses to achieve socially desirable goals. 

This paper atteapts to outline the experience of Ethiopia as 

regards the application of the concept of cooperation in the artisan 

and 88811-scale industries econoaic fields. In the process a brief 

clescciption of the historical backdround that gave rise to the 

idea of cooperation in Europe and the current status of the cooperat

ive llOVellents in selected African countries shall be treated followed 

by a detailed description of the attempts being made in proaoting 

88211 industries in Ethiopia and the role of cooperatives in this 

effort. 

Ristorical Development of ~be Cooperative Jtove11ent 

Man is. as thP.y say. a social anillal and one always finds 

cooperation at dif f ereu~ levels throughout the history of societal 

development. In tribal societies one fincl1 iDclividuals coaing 

together to achieve cettain goals be it bunting. fight:Lng anoLher 

tribe, faraing etc; such cooperation had. however, assUIMtd teaporary 

or ad-hoc nature and ~as carried out only when the need arose r.~ther 

than on a penunent buis to tackle the aost important pro'blea of 

society. production. 

• 
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In Fthiopia. for instance. there is a kilr'i of a traditional 

cooperative Eystea that is well de·.relope'. and widely practised even 

today. I~ assumes various foras. In the rural areas. the peasants 

cooperate during peak seasons to perform ugent tasks jointly for 

each other on rotational basis in a sche91e known as ''Vonfel". In 

the urban areas there is a traditional thrift and credit cooperative 

type arrange91ent called "Equb". Members contribute on a set tille 

inc.rval basis a certain amount of 110ney to a pool that will be 

given out to each Maher on rotational basis. Vbc:a can receive such 

money. that could run into tens of thousand of Birrs. at a ti.lie 

aay be decided by the casting of lots. 

"ldir" is the 110st sensitive and highly practised fora of 

association in Ethiopia. It deals with assistance t~ Mabers in 

tiaes of accidents such as death. If a member or any meaber of 

his family dies. the "Idir" takes the responsibility of arranging 

the funeral at its own expenses thus relieving the bereayed from 

11aking their own arrangements. The "Idir" also provides further 

assistance in teTIDS of 110ney and direct labour for the purpose of 

hospitalities at the residence of the aeaber after the funeral 

service. 

The rise and development of cooperation as is presently under

stood. disregarding certain variations froa country to coutry. is 

linked to the industrial revolution that took place first in the 

United Kingdom and then later spread to the rest of Europe. The 

rapid advances made in industrial production through the adoption 

of new machines operated by new power sources other than anillal 

power coupled with new production techniques using unskilled or 

semi-skilled labour had brought about far-reaching economic. 

soci~l and political impacts. Such advance had destroyed the 

fabrics of traditional societies that were goverpe~ bY. traditional 
I 

values. The new developaents also had negative :lapacts on the 

craft&menguild-system that was the center of industrial production 

in the earlier epoch. 
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The a.aster craf tsaen were unable to retain their traditional 

aarkets due to competitions from the new industries. the techniques 

of production used in the new industries bad aade it possible to 

use unskilled or seai-skilled labour thus eliainating ·the need to 

undergo a rather long S\d difficulc apprenticeship progra..e on 

which .the..gu.11.:L aystea. was .based. 

capital rather thsn possessing artisanal skills bemae the 

basis for production and vealth. Those who can posses the new 

-chines vere able to eaploy labour and a.ass huge 890UDt of aoney. 

Thus capitalisa grew and along with it urbanization. the labourers 

working •n the factories were highly exploited by the capitalists. 

they were forced to work long hours in difficult conditions for 

meager wages. Basic consm1er items vere sold to the workers by the 

factory owners at exhorbitant prices resulting in the increasing 

indebtedness of tlw working class and subsequently reducing it to 

slave-.aster type of existence. 

Such were the conditions that gave rise to !he idea of coopera

tives. Exploited workers vith the assistance of a BWtall group of 

dedicated philanthropists begun to look for alternative ways of 

aitigating their hardships. In a fev of the factories workers 

begun to pull a small portion of their meager resources for buying 

consumer items direct froa the producers and distribute it to the 

workers. The first su~h pione~r effort took place in a textile 

aill in Eneland in 1844 with the assistance of Robert &.len. The 

venture vas so successful that the idea spread like a bushfire to 

the rest of Europe. This ~~s the lochadle ven~ure. This venture 

was also instrU11ental in laytng down some of the fundamental 

principles of cooperatives ttat are still valid in modern times. 

Production~rienteo 'ooperatives were promoted in France and 

Charles Pourier is said t" De one of the early pioneers ira promoting 

such cooperatives. Durint the short-lived uprising of the people 

of Pr.ris (1870-71) at the end of the Second Empire, the fac:ories 

that were &bandoned by their owner, when they f le~ ·fro• the upris

ings were success( ully rur. for tvo 110nths by the :1orkers organized 

on the lines of cooperattves tnus laying th~ first in1tance for 

industrial cooperativet1• 
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A Geraan by the name of Hermann vas behind tbe organization 

of 511811 traders. business.en and artisans to form people's banks.an 

eabryo of the present saving and credit cooperatives. 

'l'be idea of cooperatives later was introduced to India and 

other parts of Asia in the late 20th century. In Africa the idea 

was introduced by European colonial powers on mich the sa.e model 

as the metropolitan countries without taking into aci:ount. the 

realities in tJ~ colonies. After independence most African countries 

retained and continued with these old legacies. 

Status of the Industrial Cooperative Moveaent in Selected 

African Countries 

As aentioned earlier. in aost of the African countries that 

were under colonial r~!e, the cooperative .ave11ent s~arted muct 

earlier. Most of the cooperativas organized were, however, concentrated 

on such activities as trade, saving and credits ect ••• and much less 

in manufacturing and agriculture. 

In recent years, interest in manufacturing cooperatives is 

increasing but :ft is still by far the least popular field for coopera

tive activities. For instance, frca among4000 registeredcooperatives 

societies with a total membership of two aillion reported to exist 

in Kenya in 1986 only 377 with a total membership of 73,000 were 

classified as non-agricultural and non-saving and credit societies, 

with agricultural and saving societies numbering 1619 and 1462 respec

tively. It is not clear what constitutes non-agricultural activities 

but it is reckoned that manufacturing or industrial type of coopera

tives to be quite few i" number from among this gcoup. 

In Kauritu~ where as early as 1913 a law on cooperatives was 

elUlcted only. 2.8% of the cooperative eocietiea operating in 1987 

were handicrafts or industrial. From the 424 societies known to 

exist in the Country, the most numerous were credit societies number

ing 176 and with membership of 30,600 followed by agricultural societies 

includ:f.ng agricultural marketing, 134 and 79 consumers societies 

•.1ith 25,000 me11be.·1. Handicrafts/1.ndustrial cooperatives were only 

12 in nu11ber and aembe1·ship was r1aported to be only 5002 • 
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The picture is auch the same in Tanzania also. Froa a total 

nuab~r of 5811 cooperatives resistered in Tanzania aainland and 

Zanzibar at the end of 1986 only 293 or 5% were industrial coopera

tives. 

In Ziababve there were 328 industrial ~ooperatives vith a 

total membership of ~976 out of a total of 1746 cooperatives vitb 

a aembership of 154.640 in the Country at the end of 1986. One 

fi.nds till! saae pattern in the other East. Central and Southern 

African Countries. Data on Vest African Countries also see• to confira 

the saae trend. 

In Ethiopia. p~rbap~ the llOSt recent Country to adopt coopera

tive as an instrument of econOll:ic development. one .ay fi~d slight 

differences. Since 1978 cooperatives have been promoted in the 

agri~ultural. housing. handicrafts and thrift and credit econoaic 

sectors. As of July 1987 there were 2922 agricultural producers' 

cooperatives with a llk?mbership of 239450. 309 thrift and credit coops 

with a membership of 63540. 1556 housing cooperatives with 41500 

members and 852 (9%) handicraits coops with a aeabership of 37046. 

Consumer coops are noc as yet organized in Ethiopia. There are, 

how~ver, ocb~r entiti~=> b"th in the urban and rural areas that perform 

similar functions as cons~r coops. 

In th~ rural ar~as service coopera~ives are organized with 

the f unctiuns of supplying basic consumer items needed by the rural 

populationas wdl aa; the supply of agricultural inputs. They also 

help in the mar~ting of agricultural products. There were 4159 

such coops with a awmb~rship of 4,515,261 at the end of 1987. 

In the urban centers multipurpose neighbourhood associations 

known as "kebeles" are organized cacering to the needs of u1'ban

dwellers living in a certain geographic part of - city or a town. 
I 

Among a variety of services provided by such "kebelea". one is the 

running of 'kebele shops' for the distribution of ba•ic consumer 

goods and services to the residents of the kebeles. There were 

1258 such kebeles in 325 urban centers throughout t~t Country in 

1987. ''Kebeles". howev11r, ar• not and could not be rei"rded as 

co,per.atives. 
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Overall. the industrial cooperative aoveaen~ in Africa has 

been generally low-level and the full potentials of such coopera

tives are yet to be realized. The factors that have contributed 

to the underdevelopaent of industrial cooperatives in Africa may 

be viewed froa historical perspectives as well as froa the nature 

of aanufacturing industry itself. Historically consuaer or trading 

type of cooperatives were the first types to be launched and exten

sively used in Europe. Production or specifically industrial types 

were recent developaents. The introduction of cooperative ideas 

into Africa was aade by the colonial powers and they fashioned it 

after the European aodel. Thus the early cooperatives organized. 

while most African countries were still under colonial rule were 

trading or service oriented types. 

After independence the sa.e trend continued because a clear 

and obvious need for such cooperatives were still felt. In most 

African countries distribution and aarketing of goods bas been 

posing serious difficulties. There have-been too few industrial con

sumer goods to adequately go around creating conditions for black 

aarket trading and thus aaking essential goods beyond the reach of 

the masses. On the other band prices for agricultural products, 

the aainstay of the majority of the population. have been exces

sively fluctuating exposing the producers to exploitations by mid

dlemen. In such circuastances consumer or trading cooperatives 

have provided some relief to the masses and hence the popularity 

of such ventures. 

On the other hand, so far at least. favourable conditions for 

the setting-up of industrial cooperatives hardly existed in 110St 

African countries. 

Such cooperatives being a&inly dealing with "8nufacturing, 

would require the availabllityof basic industrial infrastructures. 

But such infrastructures have been grossly inadequa~e in.most 

countries. Though opportunties for industrial ventures 

in Africa are quite i1m1ense due to the lack of adequate entrepreneurial 

skills very f ev of the people are recognizing the opportunities and 

realizing them. The general low-level tec~"ical and management skills 

in Africa coupled with the rather long lead time required to realize 

industrial projecrs have been militating against the wide-spread 

develo~•ent of induatrial rooperatives in the continent. 
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The expriences of de~eloped countries both in the East and 

Vest and that of the recently developed o~es clearly attest to the 

i.llportance of industrial coaparatives in econoaic developaent. The 

experience of Spain with the "aondragon" industrial ~ooperative 

aoveaent in the Basque region bas been ... ch discussed in recent 

years. The achieveaents aade with industrial cooperati~es in 

Hungary. Poland and Czechoslovakia have been quite iapressive. 

India and Italy have also acquired valuable experiences. 

The role played.by aost African governments in proaoting 

in4ustrial cooperatives bas not been adequate. Knowledge about coop

eratives in general is quite limited in Africa and the liaited in

formation available tendsto eapbasize on the weaknesses or failures 

of the cooperative 110veaent. Though most African govermients have 

recognized cooperatives as instruaent of economic development 

very few have worked out concrete development plans for proaoting 

such enterprises. 

However, with the conditions prevailing in most African Countries, 

there is an imaiense need for creating employment, for income generating 

activities, for improvihg tte equitable geographical distribution 

of industrial opportunities, for tapping resources etc ••• outside 

of the traditional sectors such as agriculture, trade or services. 

Industrial cooperative• need to be promoted as they are believed 

to help in aaeliorating some of the economic difficulties being faced 

by most African Count~ies. 

The promotion of industrial cooperatives in essence is the 

promotion of manufacturing industries. And the development of the 

manufacturing sector is a complex problem requiring cl~ar government 

policies and commitments. In the context of the prevailing African 

eeonomic situation;- therefore, the promoti~n of industrial coopera

tive should not be viewed as only mass-based move•ent but· also as 

a 11e>vement that needsto be actively sponsored by governments. 
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, :haracterstic Features of A Developint Econoay 

The profiles of the econoaies of most of the developing 

Countries are quit~ well known nowadays. A typical under~eveloped 

econoay is characterized by the underdevelopaent of the productive 

sectors such as agriculture or manufacturing. Manufacturing indus

try hardly exists in most of the developing world. and if it exists 

in soae it is predoainantly in the consuaer goods production areas. 

Capital goods production. particularly in sub-Sabaran Africa, with 

the exception of the llepublic 0£ South Africa is quite negligible. 

According to a recent UNIDO study the capital goods sector in 

Africa is contributing to about 10% of the total manufacturing 

value-added. In absolute teras this is not such. In 1977 only 

eight Countries were ;ound to have a value-added in capital goods 

production in excess uf US$ 15 million? 

Agriculture. tbe Lackbone of many developing economies. in 

most African Countries ~s quite underdeveloped as could be seen in 

terms of its dependence on rains aud the aagnitude of its annual 

growth as compared with the increase in population. The precarious-

uess of this important sector in . Africa has been dramatically 

exposed in recent years as a result of the coatinued drought that 

has hit the continent resulting in the deaths of aillions due to 

famine and starvation.. Even wher. tlte rains were coaing at the 

correct time and the right quantity, due to low-~evel mechanization 

in aany Countries the production growth hardly matched with the 

growth of the population. 

In. a Country such as Ethiopia, for instance, where agricul

ture accounts for 50% of, GDP, the average growth of the econoay 

between 1978/79 - 198S/86 was estiJi.ated to be 2.S% while the 

growth of the po:-••lation for the same pariod was 2.a/. In order to 

be self-sufficient in food production, it is estiaated that agriculture 

needs to grow at least by 6% per annum in Ethiopia
5

• The scenario in 

many other sub-Saharan African Countries may not be drastically diffErent. 
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The other distinguishing feature of developing econoaies is 

the increase in population growth and the inabilities of such 

econoai.es on one band. to provide adequate eaploymenL opportunties 

to the labour force ~ontiaiouslysurf acing in the jobs-.arket and 

on the other band the yearly •issed opportunities by such 

econ08ies fona the potential contributions of such vital huaan 

resources. .Agriculture is still tlae llOSt 1-portant eaployer in 

many developing countries. Dis~egarding undereaployment. in 

Ethiopia again only 0.5% of the lalM»ur forces (ages between 15 - 64 

years) is estillated to be gainfully eaployed in .. untacturing while 

the bulk is believed to be 8&inly engaged in agriculture and a 

s.all portion in other sectors leaving a significant rate of un

eaplo,.ent prevailing in the country particularly BllDng the 
6 

young. 

There is no ~enying the fact that labour creates wealth. But 

it is not only the quantity of labour that counts but also the 

quality. In most of the African countries labour is a~dantly 

available but predominantly untrained and unskilled. This has 

been one factor. among others. that has aggravated the unemploy

.ent as well as the general ec~noaic problems in .any countries. 

To enhance economic development and thereby lessen the socicr 

economic problems of uneapl~y~nt invest.ent plays an importent role. 

The sources of investments for sustained econo•ic growth, however. 

have been quite limited for most of the developing countries. Due 

to the underdevelo,.ent of the productive forces in most of the 

African countries. for instance, annual production hardly 

meets ~~nual internal consumption leaving only small surpluses for 

investments. Thus African countries were forced to look for 

external investment sources and presently they find themselves . . 
faced with a serious debt-crisis. rhe st.rvicing of the estimated 

US$ 200 billion continental debt is gobbling_up_to SO% of the export 

eamings of sub-Saharan African Countries7• It is estimated to be 

US$ 10.5 million in 1987 and is expected to jump to~~$ 14.6 million in 19888 • 
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This part of the paper is not aeant to be a detailed treatise 

on the econoaic difficulties of sub-SaharaiAfrican Countries. I: 

is aeant only to highlight soae of the grave econoaic difficulties 

being faced by aany of the•. This is intended to g~ve some ideas 

on the prevailing conditions so as to objectively evaluate the 

significance of a.all-industries development in such contexts. 

Evaluated against- current conditions or future prospects. the 

econOllic salvation for Africa seems to lie with agriculture and Vi.th 

the pro110tion of saa~l industries. Such industries require less 

investaent for every job they create. are quite appcopriate for 

saall internal aarkets and could utilize seat-skilled labour. The 

systematic development of small industries could lead to increased 

surplus generations and the technical training of the labour force. 

That is why African Countries must seriously take thE questio~ of 

small-scale industries development. They must strive continuously 

to find way~ of creatively implementing such programmes with 

co .. itaents. 

Industrial cooperatives as means for mobilizing national 

resources for the expansion of small-seal~ industries should be 

seriously considered as development options by African Countries. 

Such cooperatives could make substantial contributions in com

batting unemployment and underemplo~•ent both in urban and 

r~ral areas as well as providing vital goods and services to 

the population. 
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Small-scale Industries Development in Eth~opia 

Pre-Revolution of 1974 

It aay be difficult to objectively assess the contribution 

of the ssall-scale industries sector to the national econoay prior 

to 1974 due to the absence of a clear-cut definition of what vas 

legally regarded as saall-scale industry. Some statistical data. 

however. indicate that in 1961/62 a total of 238.600 persons were 

eaployed in the handicraft£ and 8'11811-scale industries sector. Other 

studies also suggest ~··•t on the average nearly 5.5% of· GDP for 

the Country e11BDated froa this econoaic sector between 1967/68 -

1973/74~ 

Participation in the sector was doainated by foreigners .. inly 

Italians, Greeks and Asians. Nationals participating in a meaningful 

manner were quite few in number and there was no or very little effort 

made by the government to encourage more of them. There was no insti

tution established to promote small-scale industries development 

in the Country. Incentive schemes designed to increase investments 

were made available to enterprises that were capable of making an 

initial investment of about one-hundred thousand United States dollars 

or more at a time. Since most small-scale industries are assumed 

to require less than the stated amount of investment, one could 

easily conclude that the government was not C01111Ditted to encourage 

and develop indigenous enterprises. 

- The conditions of handicraftsmen .. were more serious. Under 

the previous feudalistic system, Ethiopia resembled that of a caste 

soci~ty. Artisans were considered inferior beings and were despised 

in the society. Various derogdtory labels were coined for them 

and were forced to live at the periphery of towns separated from 

the community. The prevalence of such archaic a~titudes and the 

negative treatment of the artisans not only destroyed the rich 

bandicraf ts culture of this ancient Country but also lead to the 

gradual destitutions of the artisans. 
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Post-revolution of 1974 

Froa azong a series of steps taken by the nev government 5fter 

the revolution. one v~s that taken to reorganize and streaal.ine 

the small-scale industries sector. The nev government quf.cltly realized 

the potential benefits of the sector to the national ecoa:Ml.J and 

atteapted to strengthen it by taking a nuaber of steps. Clear policy 

guidelines were issued def ini.-ig what could constitute ..all-scale 

industry, the strategies to be adopted to enhance its growth and 

the establisbllent of a central goverPment agency to implement the 

governaent'asectoral policies. 

Saall-scale industry is defined, as it applies to private investment, 

as a manufacturing activity that uses aotive power for the purpose 

of production vith a total investment of leas than one hunclred thousand 

United Statdidollars in directly productive aachinery and equf.pment 

or up totwo hundred t~fty thousand dollars of total fixed assets. 

In both th~se capital liaits the value of industrial buildings, land 

and land improvement costs are not included. However, the essential 

difference between the two li.aits is that in the for11er working 

capital is excluded while in the later it is included. 

Handicraft is defined as any aanufacturing activity that pre

dominantly uses manual skills and hand tools. There is no investment 

capital limit set for handicraft or/and small-scale activities operated 

under a cooperative scheme. 

The definitions ar~ not meant to be restrictive or rigid. 

They are used to generally guide private invesrments and as a screening 

tool for eligibility to government p~omotional progra1111es. Tberef ore, 

it is not unco1111DOn to find the same kind of activity in both handi

crafts and small-scale industries the distinguishing difference being the 

level of mechanization and the organization of production. For in

stance tailoring may be regarded as handicrafts, if it is carried 

out using manually operated sewing machines and where an individual 

tailor performs all the operations required to proauce a piece or 

a garment all by himself. On the other band if the production is 
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carried out with the help of power operated aachin~s. not necessarily 

all the aachines power-driven. and where the production is arranged 

in such a vay that there b a clear division of labour and the work 

flows on a contidlOUSproduction basis with different individuals 
' participating in the operation in the production cycle. the activity 

-y 'be classified as a.all-scale industry. 

llan4icrafts ancl ... 11-scale industries in Ethiopia are pre

dominantly involved in the production of CODBWr &oods and tecbnical 

serrices. Only very few are eepged in capital or iater.etliate goods 

production. It is not anticipated that this piccure will s:l.ga:l.f icaatly 

cbr.nge in the near future. 

The government plan·s tc- expand the sector. In the Ten Year 

Perspective Plan (TYPP) 1983/84 - 1993/94 currently under implemen

tation a growth rate of 8% per 8DIUlll is established for the sector 

as a whole. This is to be achieved through the establishment of 

.ore cooperativ~s and the encouragement of private iJlitiatives. 

Actually this bas been the strategy followed since the revolution 

for tit~ promotion of sull-scale industries in the Country. 

The following are specific steps to be taken.by the govemMnt 

to enhance the development of &11all-scale industries during the TYPP 

period. 

- ensuring that all industries work a~ ~ull capacity; 

- raising both the level and rate of 1.~"est11ent; 

- increasing labour productivity through training programae; 

- prOllOting and strengthening bandicraf ts industry by organizing 
handicraftsmen under service and producer's cooperative 
societies; by training and helping thea use iaproved (modern) 
technologies thereby transf oraing th~• step by step to a 
level of small-scalP. industri~s; 

- developing design, engineering and research capabilities 
so as to enhance capability in the choice,of appropriate 
technology; 

- creating additional capacities by encouraging producers 
cooperatives as well as individuals to actively engage in 
proaoting handicrafts and small-scale inclus~ries; and towards 
this end motivating the• through appropriate credit and 
tax policies, and provision of necessary assistance in the 
supply of raw materials and the marketing of their output; 
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facilitating the establisbaent of fa£tories in each region 
through proper assessment of the regions' natural resources 
with a viev to bring about. in relative terms. a balanced 
regional distribution of industries; to strengthen BASIDA's 
regional off ice and encouraging interdependence bet-ween 
large and saall-scale industries to enhance their joint 
development. 

To illplement the government sectoral policies. the Bandicrafu 

ands.all-Scale Iadustries Development_Agency (BASIDA) was established 

in 1977 as an autommous public authority. The -in responsibilities 

of die Agency baw'been the prom>tion and coordination of the develop

-t of Undicrafts and -11 industries iD the c:omatry. 

To prOYide guidance to BASIDA on policy -tters and to supervise 

its &ctivities an Executive Board bas been provUed 1ty lav. The 

board chairman is the Minister of Industry and .-ber of the laard 

come froa other six relevant ainistries and the Rational Bank of 

Ethiopia. The general manager of BASIDA is also the .-ber of the 

Board. 

HASIDA has grown quite big in the relatively short period of 

time since its establishment in 1977. Presently it bas 15 regional 

offices, tvo vocational training centers and over 900 eaployees. 

The quantity and quality of extension services it is pcoviding tu 

the sector bc.ve also shown urked illprove.ent. 

llASIDA, as could be seen later in more detail, presently pro

vides a nuaber ~f seX"l;ices. It runs vocational training and to a 

lesser extent entrepreneurial development programmes. It is involved 

in technology devei.opaent and dessiaination, unage9ent consultancies, 

input supplies and aarketing. Project· identification and undertaking 

of feasibility studies arebecoaing more and aore an iaportant coapo

nent ·1n the packages of supports the Agency is randering to the 

11ector. 

Highlights of current Covernaent Policies 

The usefulness of small-scale industries to the national economy 

has been fully r~cognized by the Ethiopian governaent and serious 
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att~ts are being exected to fully develop the sector. As pointed 

out earlier the sector is envisaged to develop through the participa

tion of industrial cooperatives as vell as private en~epreneurs. 

Fttr both participants clear policies have been elaborated and an insti

tetional fr-work worked out. Bow.ver, oue to the scope of tbis 

paper the diacuesiou henceforth shall concentrate only on cooperatives. 

Tiie political orientation of Echiovia ia Socialist. 'Dais 

political orientation is naturally rdlected in all spheres :lnclui

lag eacmic, social aml cultural fields. The -jor ..... of pro4hc

U.GD, Nnlrfng. inaurwe. foreigll tr..te etc ••• are socialized or an 

under the control of the State. There are, bowver, areas within 

the econamJ vbere cooperative or frivate participation is allove4. 

SOiie of these areas include small-scale industriE.s. internal trans

portation, certain types of hoteling and catering activities, r-etail 

tr6de. construction etc. 

Obviously cooperative5 are favoured over private participation 

both for political as vell as practical reasons. Politically coop

eratives are vieVtd as vays_ of prGtecting the econoaic, political 

and social interest of th~ aasses. As a result they enjoy strong 

support froa the goverft9i?nt due to the coapatibility of such objec

tives with the ideals of Socialisa. 

Froa practical point of viev cooperatives are found to be quite 

useful for channelling variou5 supports and services to a large nuaber 

of people vho would have otherwise been unreachable individually. 

This is particular1y iaportant in a rather large Country such as 

Ethiopia, where the size of the people involved in saall industries 

sector and requiring gover1111ent support is quite large and public 

resources are quite l:laited. 

Taking such points into consideration the gov,rnaeRt has created a 

relatively conducive environaent for the developaent of cooperatives in 

the Country. 

As an i~itial strategy the cooperativization of handicraf ta 

has been given priority over tha aore coaplex and higher level aanu

f acturing industrial cooperatives. This is deliberatelydone taking 
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into account the financial and trained .anpover· requi~eaents or 

implications of the promotion of IMHlern .anufacturin~ industries and 

the liaitations of the resources availing capabilities of the country 

at the initial stage. 

Bandicraf ts are extensively employed in the country albeit at 

a traditional level. and have been already extensively developed. 

It has been histor~cally the aajor supplier of consumer goods and 

an important ewployer. Expertise or skills are already available and 

tbe basic invesc.ent is either already ude or mRking new invesc.ent 

vill be within the resources of tbe population. 

Cooperatives in the handicrafts sector are. therefore. believed 

to create favourable conditions for strengthening the sector. It is 

to facilitate tbe introduction of new products. upgrade the skills of 

the artisans and ensure tbe steady supply of required raw .aterials 

and other inputs as well as lessening aarketing difficulties. 

Better organized and assisted handicrafts cooperatives are 

expected to develop rapidly through the adoption . of iaproved and 

efficient technologies resulting in si~ble surplus. Their. 8ellbers 

are to be trained both on-the-job and through short-tera courses thus 

gradually transforaing the• froa artisanal to industrial workers. 

Conceptually such is the plan for transforaing ~ndicraf ts 

co~peratives LO industrial enterprises. The concept has taken into 

account the objective realities within the country and what could be 

realistically achieved at a reasonable span of ti.lie. The effort 

behind cooperativization. however. aay not entail preservation. 

It is 110re directed at the utilization of the in-built positive 

element of handicrafts activities and hasten their transformation 

to higher aanuf acturing units by the introduction of new techniques 

either by supplying iaproved hardware and/or enabling their member 

to acquire new skills. Most of the resources tha~ aay·be needed 

for such transforaation are 0 lso to be generated internally within 

the cooperatives movement. 
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The other aspect of th~ policy currently pursued is the distinc

tion .ade between utilitarian goods production activities and activi

ties directed towards the aanufacture of sGUVenir or cultural iteas. 

Froa the point ot vi.ev of a.,loy.ent and valuE.-added generations both 

types of activities are supporte.I but froa the_ angle of resource 

constraints and die desire to ..te strong illpacts quickly emphasis is 

placed on consump£ion g~~cls production activities. 

Secondly distinction fa also .ade betwe•n transformable and non

transformable activities. As cited earlier one of the objective of 

cooperativization ~t ~icraf ts is the upgrading of such activities f roa 

artisan.al to s.all-scale industrial level of production. Although 

nearly all types of artisanal activities .ay be potentially iaprovable. 

the rate of transformation and the consequential benefits are dependent. 

among other thing. on the nature of the trade itself. It is assumed 

for instance. that the speed of up-grading a tailoring activity to a 

ready-.ade garaents (ready-to-wear) manufacturing .ay be achieved 

relatively quickly and the econoaic results of the transformation. 

such as lCM>er unit production costs. higher production volU11e and 

efficiency in raw aater1.als usage will be quite substantial compared 

to the time it could take and the econoaic results to be gained by up

grading a pottery. eabroidery/needle craft, silver saithy, stone 

aasonry etc ••• activities. 

So generally whenever is possible and practicable the thrust of 

the coo_perativization progra..e is directed at the cooperativization~, -· 
on priority basis, of activities in the lines of consumption goods 

production and activities due to their inherent attributes more 

a11enable to upgrading to higher levels of production. 

Tvo types of cooperatives are promoted in the sector. These 

include Artisans producers and service cooperatives. Artisan pro-, 
ducers cooperatives .. y be regarded as collectives. Production 

machinery and tools are collectively owned or rented. Marketing of 

goods and services is done by the cooperative and the members are 

reaunerated on the baais of the quantity and quality of work per

formed. Hembersaay get additional inc01De from the net profit of the 

cooperatives sine• they are regarded as both the owners and the 

eaployees of the cooperative. 
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As owners. they make financial contribution to the cooperative 

and excercise their rights through the general asseably decisions and 

through the elected aanageaent board of the cooperative. As eaployees 

they are subject to accepting work placeaents. re.unerat:lon levels. and 

supervit:ion by the aanageaent board. 

Artisan. producer coor>eratives are .. ch aore readily transfona

able technologically. Due to the collective nature of the cooperative 

accUllUl.ation is ... ch faster and quite sizeable. For instance. as of 

June 1987. there were 106 fully registered artisan producer cooperatives 

vith a lleabership of 4557 and there was another group of 54 cooperatives 

vith an aggregate aellbership of 1856 vho vere not yet registered as 

producers but vere opera~ing si11ilarily. 

Such cooperatives were on the average aaking about 7% net prof it 

per annua fro• their turnovers and the rate of capitalization as 

could be evidenced by the increase in fixed assets was growing at an 

average rate of about 17% per annua. 

Host of the producers cooperativeshave already attained quite 

significant technological transformations that they have becoae small 

size factories rather than handicrafts operations. 

Artisanal service cooperatives are foraed by artisans for the 

purpose of overcoming certain production. inputs. marketing dif ficul

ties. bank credits etc ••• with the means ofproduction remaining under 

private ownership. Individual aembers aay produce under the saae shed 

or production hall or aay perform their production activities in their 

hoaes. although the latteris fast phasing out. 

The cooperative procures raw materials in bulk and resalesthe 

same with saall profit to its members. The members convert the raw 

materials into finished goods and market them either individually or 

through the cooperative sales networks. The cooperative may also take 

bank credits. Eut such credits will be utilized only for the purpose 

of co11110n requirements such as raw aaterial purchases. The cooperative 

nol'JDally will not give out cash loan to members for meeting requirements 

not directly related to the activities of the cooperatives. 
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Artisanal service cooperatives are looked upon as transitional 

phases to producers cooperatives. They serve as training schools for 

private craf tsaen in cooperative principles and provide thea with the 

foretaste of cooperative fora of organization. As artisans gain 

experience in working under a cooperativa scheae. it is believed that 

the.y will gain the understandin& and the confidence to pull their 

1esources and skills together to fora producers cooperatives. 

The policy of the gover1111ent is strongly in favour of producers 

cooperatives. Of course. the reasons are quite obvious in that such 

cooperatives provide the aeans for quicker transformation to higher 

level of production. Thus the govera11ent bas instituted a number of 

incentive scheaes for encourging the quicke : transforaation of all 

the artisanal service cooperatives into producers. 

I.et us see some of the major incentive scheaes as they apply to 

all cooperatives in general and to producers in particular. 

Traini~g: Vocational as well as manageaent training is provided to 

all artisanal cooperatives. Due to the liaitation of 

training facilities. however. priority bas been given to 

producers cooperatives who could show strong commitaent 

to utilize the skills to be acquired through the training 

within a realistically short period of time. The commit

ment may be production plan for new products. expans

sion of existing production. plan to acquire DP.V 

machinery etc ••• 

The training could take place at the premises of the coop

eratives or at HASIDA's central or regional centers. 

HASIDA operates eight mobile training workshops that move 

from place to place and provi~e training at the site of 

cooperatives. Such training is quite in demand due to the_ 

flexibility it provides. The artisans need not leave their 

work or their families for three 110nths to undergo training 

at the regional or central training centers. Moreover. the 

incomes of the members will not be affected since the train

ing is conducted during their spare ti_. and on-the-job. 
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The aobile units are equippedwith aodern machines and tools 

as well as power-generation outfits for use in areas where 

electric power is unavailable. Since the training is 

geared to learning while doing. the trainees are allowed 

to use the 110dern tools and 11achines under the guidance 

of the instr\!ctors. Such possibilities had enabled many 

cooperatives not only to acquire new skills and the motiva

tions to acquire siailar tools and equipaent but also to 

increase their production with consequent surpiuses. The 

wood• aetal90rkfng and weaving 110bile l•nits have been 

particularily successful. 

Froa HASIDA's point of view __ 110bile units are regarded 

as useful in that they enable to demonstrate to a 

large nll8ber of artisans and their families and the 

co11111Unity the need to improve skills and to strive for 

acquiring new tools and machines in .order to produce 

better and relatively cheaper. Since the demonstration is 

made to the whole cooperative aeabers. not limited to 

selected trainees. reservations th.at may exist to skills 

upgrading and the need to acquire improved techno~ogies 

better dealt -with even with the most conservative-41dnded 

artisans. As a result the number of cooperatives striving 

to upgrade their technologies is increasing. In 1986/87 

alone 16 metals and wood-working cooperatives acquired the 

basic machines with the assistance of HASIDA. Some of 

these cooperatives are located in villages where limited 

electric supply from small diesel-powered generators is 

available only in the evenings for about two to three 

hours. The cooperatives are successfully running the 

machines by doing machine works in the evenings and 

assembly and finishing during day time. ' 

Priority for such vocational training programmes whether 

conducted in HASIDA centers or on the mobile training 
I 

units is accorded to producers cooperatives. 
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toaeetition and financial prizes: Every year since 1984. cooperatives 

have been coapeting nationally. The competitions are open to 

every artisanal cooperative but due to the bias. of the 

criteria towards producers the nuaber of producers coopera

tives vinning the prizes every year bas ~ been slightly 

higher than that of service cooperatives. Individual 

aeabers of cooperatives also participate in these coapeti

tions and the selected ones have been financially rewarded. 

The crit:eria used for selection are .. inly econoaic. Tbey 

include achieveaents aade in increasing the quality and 

quantity of production. atteapts made in using improved 

technologies. net profits made. scale of Ilia.an.aged funds 

etc ••• 

Every year up to ten cooperatives are selected and their 

achievements widely publicized. Moreover. financial 

rewards are made to the cooperatives in the range of 

S - l~,000 Birr and to selected .. innovative cooperators 

SOO - 1000 Birr. Lately the award money for cooperatives 

is no more paid in cash but in machinery, tools, or equip

ment. Only individual members are rewarded in cash. 

Pilot industrial cooperatives projects: As bas been repeall!dlystated 

the programme of bandicraf ts cooperativization in Ethiopia 

bas, as its ultimate objective, the development of small

scale industries. To achieve this aill, the fi~st step bas 

been to bring together, under the umbrella of cooperative, 

scattered artisans. Depending on the free and voluntary 

decision of the artisans they may fora artisan service or 

producers cooperatives. Once a producer cooperative ic 

formed the effort of transforaing it iinto small-manufactur

ing enterprises earnestly begins. Of course, the acq~isl.

tion of appropriate technologies and the upgrading of the 

skills of the members must be achieved·as first priority 

to accomplish the transformation along with the introduc

tion of improved production organization systems. 
~ I 
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Artisanal level of production is depe~dent on the skills 

of the artisan and no .atter how skilled the individual 

aay be bis o~tput is lillited. due to the technologies 

involved as much as the ' 1anization of production. 

Generally artisans produce articles or goods on their own. 

Such •thods of production vill involve higher labour input 

in each itea produced rasulting in higher sales prices. In 

articles that aay be utilized for their artistic values as 

aouveni.ra or for cul ~·•ral purposes the consumer aay be 

prepared to pay higher prices. 

But not for consumption types of handicrafts as those that 

are predominantly being cooperativized in Ethiopia. Such iteas 

not only aust coapete vith similar or coaparative goods pro

duced by more efficient entreprises but also aust be aarketed 

at reasonable prices for the aasses to be able to afford thea. 

In orderto hold down production costs larger voluae of pro

duction had to be maintained. For increased production 

appropriate technologies and vork organization techniques 

must be employed. Therefore, instead of a skilled artisan 

producing all the parts or component of an item individually 

a group of people would have to be involved, to produce 

the different parts separately and combine them to produce 

the final item. Such simple technique of production since 

its fitst introduction in eighteenth century by Eli Whitney 

for the production of muskets has made contimous f lo"' of 

production possible and made most goods within the reach. 

of ordinary people. 

This type of work organization is being strongJ.y pu1thed in 

the producers cooperatives in Ethiopia. And in order to 

facilitate the introduction of such work;organizations and 

to demonstrate the use of appropriate tr ·:hnolugies HASIDA 

has been carrying out a pilot industrial cooperPtives 

development programme through a joint-1enture arrangement 

between its,elf and producers cooperatives. 
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Under this scheme a cooperative organized on a priority 

area activity is selected and agreement for its transf oraa

tion to saall-scale industrial cooperative concluded 

between BASIDA and the cooperative. Generally BASIDA .:;ball 

be responsible for the selection of relevan~ project idea. 

undertaking the feasibility studies and covering the cost 

of technology. installation and coma:issioning. The p~rti

cipating cooperative noraally covers working capital 

require.eats. so.ett.es building costs and also is required 

to parti~ipate in the construction with labour. 

During the start-up period. normally 2-3 years fro. colllais

sioning. HASIDA provides a .. nager. a~ accountant and an 

engineer to help the cooperative run the plant. The 

investment fund contributed by HASIDA is to be paid back 

by the cooperative along with a small rate of interest. 

This aay be done in one go or gradually by buying out 

HASIDA's shares in the cooperatives. In so far as HASIDA 

bas shares in the plant it directly involves in the 

decision-making process of the cooperative but when its 

investments are fully taken over by the cooperativ~ it shall 

assume only its advisory role •. 

So far three projects have been impleaeated and quite a 

few are under study. A blacksmithy cooperative 

has been up-gr•ded into a modern f o~ging plant for producing 

agricultural and construction items. A tinsmithy cooperative 

is undergoing transformation into a modern sheet metal pro

ducts manufacturing enterprise and a traditional weavers 

cooperative is transformed into a small textile plant 

producing cotton fabrics, furnishing. and beding materials. 

The aim of HASIDA is not to make money thTough such ven~µres. 

The objective is firstly to create motivation among coops 

to adopt improved techniques, secondly to create replica~le 

organizat~onal models for others to copy and thus enhance 

the development of small-scale industries. 
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lnc08e Tax Exemptions: Duly registered cooperative enterprises are 

by law ex~apted fro• paying inca.e taxes irrespective of the 

scale of their annual turnover. 

lank Credits: Cooperatives vith concrete and realistic production 

plans .ay take loans. '!>oth long-tera and sbort-tera. at 

concessionary rate of interest. The prevailing interest 

rate for commercial borrowing is 9.5% but the cooperative'& 

rate is fixed at 6% for investments other than construction. 

Interest rates for cooperative construction activites is 4.5% 
per ann1111. 

Free Audit Services: Basic cooperative aanagement systellS have already 

been introduced by HASIDA in all cooperative societies. 

Additionally. e~ery year HASIDA provides free audit services 

to cooperatives. But there is constraint in resocrces to 

provide such services to all cooperatives every year. Thus 

up tonow all producers cooperatives have been getting audit

ing services yearly while service cooperatives have been 

receiving similar services on the average every 2-3 years. 

To shorten the length of time between each audit. plan is 

be1ng drawn for. service cooperatives to have their accounts 

audited by auditing firms at their own expenses while 

producers cooperatives continue 

audit services from HASIDA. 

to receive the free 

Input Supply and Marketing Assistance: Cooperatives require various 
• 

types of raw materials and other inputs. In Ethiopia the 

sources of •JCh inputs are either local or imports. Most 

major local and some imported raw materials at wholesale 

levels are marketed or distributed through public distribu

tion enterprises. 
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HASIDA estimates the requireaent of each cooperative and 

aakes recomaendation to the distributors, who in turn take 

HASIDA's reco .. endation and the levels of their stocks to 

decide the magnitude they could sell to any particular 

cooperative at a particular time. 

Foreign. exchange allocations are also carried out in a 

siailar fashion. HASI~A estiaates the magnitude of foreign 

exchange requireaent for the sector as a whole and subaits 

its plans to the govenaent six 110ntbs before the start of 

a new plan year. Depending on the level of foreign exchange 

reserves, other priorities and the aerits and strength of 

HASIDA's proposals, the governaent allocates an 8110unt of 

foreign exchange for a particular plan year and this is 

communicated formally to the National Banlt. The National 

Bank then makes disburseaents to enterprises at the 

recoamaendation of HASIDA. 

Such arrangements have not solved totally the difficulties 

cooperatives are facing in terms of raw material supplies 

but it has strongly helped in rationally utilizing the 

limited supplies in accordance with the production capaci

ties, size of membership etc of the cooperatives. Of course, 

the paper work involved may be too much and abuse of the 

opportunities thus provided by some cooperatives exists. 

Marketing difficulties faced by most cooperatives are not 

as acute as the raw material problems. But in this regard 

as well, assistance is available. Periodically product 

exhibitions are held through which ~onsumers are able to 

see the types of products available and the quality 

levels reached. HASIDA publishes a new~letter in which 
I • 

various products and producers are featured. Moreover, 

there is a show-room cum sales shop in which cooperatives 

with marketing problems may bring their products for dis

play and sales. 
• I 
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In the export aarket HASIDA provides direct support. It 

bas an export aarketing unit that purchases products froa 

cooperatives and directly exports. This unit bas been 

operating since 1982/83 and has achieved remarkable results and 

is nov being reorganized into an autonomous aarteting 

entei:prise vith .ore flexibility to handle its responsibi

lities. Various col.oured product catalogues and brochures 

have been produced on selected bandicraf t it... along vith 

a periodically revised price list for circulation to 

potential overseas buyers. 

Engineering Extension Services: Cooperatives particularly producers 

cooperatives frequently face technical proble11& requiring 

engineering expertise to solve. These include probleas 

in aachinery and equipment selection, building design con

struction and supervision and vorkshcp facilities for 

repair of aacbines as vell as for carrying nut liaited 

production. 

Such services have been provided by HASIDA. The overwbelaing 

requests froa cooperatives have been in the area of con

struction design and workshop services. Accordingly HAISDA 

bas developed typical . building designs for four types of 

production activities that aay be slightly 110dified depending 

on the size of the llellbership of each cooperative. Such designs 

have been made available to cooperatives seriously planning 

the construction of production.sheds. Further assistance 

in site surveying and layout, tendering and periodic 

supervision of construction aay be given but such assistance 

is generally limited to producers cooperatives. 
' 

The other most important area for strengthening industrial 

cooperatives has been workshop service for producing spare 

parts and repairing machineries of cooperatives. Two regional 

technical centers have been set up for such purpose. The 

centers have been adequately equipped to handle most require11ents 
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of small-industries in the regions. the production of 

parts, the repair of defective tools or .achines have 

been the llOSt frequent in de.and. But also soee services 

tbat are meant to supplement cooperatives own production 

capacities particularly as regards the illprove.ent of the 

quality of their production have been given to a limited 

extent. Wood-working or carpentzy cooperatives aay have 

their luaber seasoned in drying kilns available in the center~. 

beat treat11ent of tools, the production of dies and jigs and 

shortly the electroplatingof products are available. 

the objective again is not prof it 9ating on the part of 

BASIDA nor creating unnecessary c.,..,etition with other 

saall industries in the provision of such services. Firstly 

such services are provided in cases where adequate alterna

tive: possibiliti~s outside of llASIDA do not exist and with a 

clear understanding that when such possibilities come to 

exist BASIDA's services stop. Secondly the idea behind is 

to centrally aake available facilities that aay be too ... ch 

for one enterprise to create or even if created aay be to 

auch to utilize optiaally. 

Such services have been found to be quite vital for the pro-

110tion of saall industries be it on private or cooperative 

levels. In providing such engineering services, HASIDA gives 

priority to producers cooperatives and this bas strengthened 

the cooperativization progra..e. 

Developaent of lndustri~l Estates: !ndustrial Estates as tools for the 

development of saall induatries have not been tried in 

Ethiopia to-date. The experiences of qther Countries in 

this regard f\ave not been· conclusive. They have been qult• 

aixed. llonetheless IL\SIDA intends to try the ache .. in 

Ethiopia. 
Presently HASlDA is "-veloping one pilot urban industrial 

estate and studies for two rural estates are undervay. It 

is planned to provide standard industrial shed to private indi

viduals and producers cooperatives vith advanced plana to 

set· up manufacturing enterprises. 
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hsponsi_bilities and Function of llASIDA 

The Handicrafts and saall-scale Industries Develo,.ent Agency 

(llASIDA) is a national organization responsible for the development 

of band..•.crafts and a.all industries in the Country. The Agency bas 

both promotional as vell as regulatory responsibilities. 

As a promotional organization it bas ~be responsibility of 

undertaking perioclic sectoral studies on tbe basis of which it 

proposes developmental policies to tbe gove~nt. le is expected 

to organize and operate training and de110DStration centers and also 

promote the social status of crafts.en. It provides technical assis

tances in identifying. formulating or approving asaall industrial 

projects. 

As a regulatory bocly it registers cooperatives. audico their 

accounts and cai:r;tes out inspection of the activities of the coopera

tives to ensure their COllpliance vith the law. As regards privately 

ovned saall industries. the Agency bas the power to issue industrial 

licenses and to regulate their activities. Such powers are putting 

HASIDA in a strong position to directly influence the development 

of SSls. 

Emanating fro• such responsibilities, IL\SIDA. carries out 

various functions. The .. jor ones having been already mentioned 

earlier. suffice it to s111111arize thea here. The Agency bas the 

function of training and de110nstration. extending technical 

services in projects studies, providing .. nagement consultancies, 

undertaking research. developing infrastructures. assisting in 

the supply of inputs and developing markets. 

The organizational chart of llASIDA is attached in tbe 

annexes. 
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Achievements aade in the last Ten Years 

The last ten years were f oraative years for HASIDA. Its 

resources were divided between strengthening itself institutionally 

as vell as assisting the sector to develop rapidly. Given the 

rather short span of time since its establishmtent. vbat bas been 

achieved bas been quite reaarkable. 

The 90St significant achievement bas been iD the area of 

clear govenment policies for the develoa-nt of the sector. There 

is nov a clear appreciation of the impOrtance of the sector. its 

potenUals ancl l~tatioos as well as vbat neecl&to be done to 

realize a faster grovt:h rate. The anachronostic attitude of the 

society. to look down11pon or to down-grade the status of crafts.en 

as vell as aanual l.iah.>ur has been by and large conquered·. Presently 

artisans are well 90tivated and have become quite assertive for 

their rights and as organized bodies. they have become less 

susceptible to barassmen:~ or ostracisa. 1be cooperatives have 

also enabled thea to eam better and steady iDcOM. 

Entrepreneuri.81 skill is gradually increasing and it is 90St 

gratifying to see .any Ethiopians, recently taking up rather coaplex 

engineering projects. Since HASIDA's establishment well over three 

hundred 90dem manufacturing industrie• have been set up creating 

substantial eaployaent opportunities. A sizeable nuaber of existing 

enterprises have also aade expansions. Generally saall-scale indus

tries develo,.ent in the Country is moving steadily in the right 

direction. 

Presently there are over 7600 registered private saall indus

trial enterprises with an aggregate eaployaent of nearly 37,000. A 

total of 852 handicrafts cooperativ•have been foraed vitb a 
i . 

llellbersbip of a little over 37,000. Vhat has been organized thus 

far is believed to be a saall fraction of what exists in the 

Country. This is particularly true of handicrafts. The economic 

contribution being made by the sector is quite substantial amounting 

to 2.8% of the CDP in 1986/si1°. 
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HASIDA' s services to the sector have shown a steady iaproveaent 

in intensity and quality. The initial general infor.a

tion d·ssiaination and agitational work boardering on propoganda has 

given way to 110re concrete programmes. The training programmes 

the Agency are running are being found useful by the target groups 

as could be seen fro. the increased applications being received for 

such training.. Thus far a total of 1470 individuals have been 

given at least. a three 110nths technical training in various fields. 

Details of the training fields and nuaber of trainees are given in 

the annexes. Every year short courses in the forms of seaioars. 

workshops and clinics are also being given to hundreds of coopera

tive and owners of private enterprises to improve their aanagement 

skills. 

The trend within the cooperative 110ve11ent towards adopting 

never technologies and techniques is growing. The nu9ber of coop

eratives upgrading the11Selves into higher level 11anufacturing 

ente~rises is encouLaging. 

Most of all the rate and magnitude of ais.anaged or aisappro

priated cooperative funds is at least stabilizingat about 0.9% of 

the annual turnover of the cooperatives. This .ay be attributed 

to the in~reasing interest and active involvement of the coopera

tive aeabers in the affairs of their cooperatives much more than 

HASIDA's controls. 

Concluding Remarks 

The contributions of handicrafts and small-scale industries 

to Ethiopia'• economic development is clearly recognized by the 

govel"Dllent. Cooperatives are perceived as .. ansifor mobiliz-

ing indigenoua reaources to accelerate the development of the 

productive forces agd through the consequent expanaion of produc- . 

tion enaure the socio-economic welfare of the masses. · 
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The establisbaent of HASIDA has facilitated the growth of S11all 

industries through both cooperative and private forms of ownership. 

The cooperatives movement in the Country has attained a •asure of 

scccessin that the number and quality of primary s~i~ties are nov 

sufficient enough to.warrant the formation of secondary organization. 

Therefore. llASID& shall henceforth encourage priaary societies to 

fora their own unions and apex organizations. This vill be quite 

illportant not only to better represent the interests of the coop

eratives but also to cake over froa BASIDA some of the functions 

and services being provided by it. The establishllent of such aiJex 

organization shall also facilitate cooperation with other regional 

or global cooperative move•nts. 

For aany developing countries :bldustri41ization aay be 

possible only through the development of saall industries. The 

scarcity of resources and the &11allness of internal aarkets aake 

it auch unwise if not iapossible to develop heavy or big-scale 

industries in each Country. Even the development of basic indus

tries might be possibl~ only through regional cooperation. 

Small industries aay be developed through the participation 

of goverm1ents. private individuals or cooperatives. To enhance 

the conservation of the: liaited national resources and attain 

optiaal results froa such resources. however. coapleaentary but 

clear division of labour need to be aade for the participation of 

the State. private investors and cooperatives. If such steps are 

not taken the possibilities of resource wastages. through avoid

able redundant investment. unnecessary coapetition for raw 

aaterials and markets could be the results. 

Competition aay be an iaportant element f o~ growth and 

efficiency but its intensity aay have to be aoderated depending . . 
on the level of the development of a Country. In llOSt of the 

developing world where technolo~iesare iaported. one does not 

see the wisdom of allowing the creation of excess ca~acities in 

a particular activity when one already knows the smallness of the 
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market to acco..odate all si•ply on the accounts of encouraging coa

pet~tion. The "survival of the fittest" aay be a sound principl~ 

but for llOSt developing Countries there could be heavy costs to be 

paid for each failure or drop out small industry froa the meager 

pool of resources at their disposal such as foreign exchange that 

governments need to seriously consider. 

In Countries vbere the role for cooperatives .ts~ clearly 

defined &IMI clear policies for their develo..-ent elaborated they 

are found to .ab quite illportant contributions to the aational 

ecoaomies. In Ethiopia. for instance industrial cooperativesare 

encouraged to play a rol.ein enhancing the Country's aanufacturing 

capabilities particularly in the production of consumer goods. 

Thus the emphasis in organizing cooperatives is on aanufacturing 

activities and less in services such as repair and aaintenance 

works. Consumer goods producers~ are relatively 110re encouraged 

and assisted than artistic. folkloric or jewellery etc ••• iteas 

producers. At the initial stage of developeat such prioritization 

could be useful to concentrate efforts in a fev activities and 

achieve illpactiul results than to spread resources thinly over a 

wide range of activities and risk the lack of good results or 

yield in saall unnoticable ones. 

Again going by the experience . thus far gained in Ethiopia. 

Industrial Cooperatives aay not be quite effective in all ranges 

of consumer goods production. They have been found to succeed in 

relatively big voluae production and where personalized marketing 

effort is less critical. In activities where a high level of crafts

aenship aay be required or vhere the marketing of the goods is 

dependent on the face to face contact of the producer with the 

customer special difficulties such as aellbers motivation. fixing 

remuneration rates. adoption of contilPOUS "production flow systems 

may be encountered. 

Industrial cooperatives need to be actively promoted by govern

ments as integral components of national industrial capabilities 

building programmes of the developing Countries. In most of the 
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developing world vhere enrrepre~urialsltills are quite scarce and 

where conditions siailar to the ones that histerically gave rise to 

such llOVeaent virtually ~o.not exist. it could be highly superficial 

to wait until the 110veaent takes off the ground as a result of 

grassroots . initiatives. If governments are to wait until that 

happens. Countries could be deprived of the benefits of the poten

tials of such forms of the organization of production for a long 

thle to come. 

Governments .. st play a leading role in the pra.>tion of such 

cooperatives. at least at the initial stages. Clear policies 

would have to be elaborated for the development of saall-scale 

industries with• clear roleset for industrial cooperatives. 

Institutions would have to be created with commensurate aeans to 

popularize the idea of cooperativizationand extend concrete 

technical assistance. 

It 11ay not be enough to state government policies alone. re-

sources would have to be provided as v.ell to realize the:implementation of 

such policies. In aost Countries there is de~initively a liaitatioc 

of resources. but as th.ey say one does not get anything for nothing. 

and as such if cooperatives are to develop and contribute to 

national gro.nh. governments aust be prepared to aake investaents 

on thea at the initial stages. 

It has been found in Ethiopia. to be quite neccessary to 

provide a package of assistance f roa one "window''. At the 

initial stage those that show inclination to fora cooperatives 

are generally the ones that are econoaically weak. In order 

to help •~ch people stand on their feet various kind of support. 

are required. Education in cooperative principles. project · 

aelections. training in skills. management of th• cooperative. 
I • 

input supplies. marketing, credit etc ••• just to aention some of 

the support that aay be required. It may not just be enough to 

provide one or two types of support and expect the cooperatives 

to perform miracles. A comprehensive package of support would 
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have to be aade available if quicker results are to be achieved. And 

such support should be adainister£d. in as .. ch as possible. to 
cooper•tives by one ipsti~ution. 

However government assistance· should not be viewed as per

llBllent drains on public resources. Vhen the cooperative movement 

develops such support - could be gradually withdrawn and ultillately 

the cooperative could aake contributions to the StAte by expanding 

its taxation base. On the other band cooperatives .. st be recognized 

as providing unique possibilities to governments i>rcbannelling 

scarce public resources in relatively cost-effective aanner. 



Types of Cooperatives Organised (June 30 1 1987) 

No KIND OF COOPERATIVE NO.OF COOPERATIVES NO.OF MEMBERS 

1 Producers' cooperative 106 4,557 

2 Producers' cooperative 
(unregistered) 54 1,856 

3 Service cooperative 692 30,633 

TOTAL 852 37,046 

.. 

~1US$ • 2.07Birr 

Source: HASIDA 

CAPITAL 
(BIRR)* 

21,845,602 

4,425,518 

37,935,358 

64,206,478 
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General features of Cooperative enterprises as at June 30, 1987 

Service cooperative Producers cooperative 
-

No Kind of trade Capital No. of 111e111ber- no. of member- Capital 
ship in 

ship in coops 
Birr coops 

Birr 

1 Tailoring/gar11ents 361 9340 23961467 84 3906 17716780 
2 Weaving 300 18299 12947074 s 247 616000 
3 Metal work 13 234 777925 3 118 913314 
4 Pottery work 8 352 76754 - - -
s Wood work 14 224 848676 8 190 2294627 
6 Leather work 3 so 35114 1 17 43488 
7 Gold and silver smithy l 20 32729 2 22 54215 
8 Elllbroidery work 4 137 332827 - - -
9 Knitting work 16 3094 2522196 - - -

10 Carpet work 7 371 451676 - - -
11 Shoe work s 107 66012 - - -
12 Garage/Tech11ical Services 6 131 217432 1 21 102853 
13 Horn vork - 4 56 10265 - - -
14 B~g and canvas work 1 47 62959 - - -
15 Mattress work · 1 11 8770 - - -
16 Candy work - - - 2 36 104625 
17 Packed food 1 10 5000 - - -
13 Basketry 1 6 4000 - - -

' 
TOTAL, 746 32489 42360876 106 4557 21845602 

Source: HASIDA 

No. of 
coops 

445 

305 

16 

8 

22 
4 

3 

4 

16 
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s 
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4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

852 

T 0 TA L 

member- Capital 

•hip in 
Birr 

13246 41677947 
18546 13563074 

352 1691239 

352 76754 

414 3143303 
67 78602 
42 86944 

137 332827 

3094 2522196 
371 451676 
107 66012 
152 320285 
56 10265 
47 62959 
11 8770 
36 104625 
10 5000 
6 4000 

37046 64206478 
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Nuaber of handicrafts Cooperatives that benefited from auditing a1rvic1a from 1981-1987 

Administrative 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 TOTAL Regions 

Hararge 13 7 8 23 35 35 36 2 1~9 

Arai 2 6 13 19 28 32 34 35 169 
Gamogofa 1 5 7 7 8 5 - 6 39 
lllubabour 3 6 9 8 15 4 4 6 '5 

Wollo 19 13 26 43 36 34 17 24 212 
Addis Ababa 32 18 34 42 40 35 39 SS 295 
Ke ff a 13 15 18 42 35 33 23 34 213 
Eritrea 1 3 6 19 11 15 15 16 86 
Wollega 1 4 7 10 2 8 10 11 53 
Gojjam 12 8 13 24 27 14 19 21 138 
Tigrai 4 10 6 9 6 s 8 1 49 
Sidamo 10 10 i::: 17 33 24 25 33 165 
Gcndar 7 11 29 30 Sl 49 so 47 274 
Shoa 13 10 11 29 25 25 25 SS 193 
Bale 8 4 9 15 16 lS lS 16 98 

TOTAL 139 130 209 337 368 333 320 362 2198 

Source: HASIDA 
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TraineeR who received skill upgrading courses from 1980/81 to 1986/87 

I 

Gold 

Year Wood1 carpet Weaving Pottery and Horn Bomboo Tie & Metal Leather 
Ta~loring work work silver- work work deying work craft 

smithy 

1980 12 35 40 11 - 7 19 6 - -· -
1981 21 55 64 35 2 7 17 3 - "':' 18 

1982 8 39 27 - - - 24 - - - -
1983 22 30 91 11 - 8 9 - 28 - -
1984 12 18 147 - 5 2 15 - 18 - -
1985 33 5 172 - - - 1 - 20 9 -
1986 31 10 175 - - 1 1 - 8 - -
1987 21 - 107 - - - 9 - 6 - .5 

Sub-Total 150 192 823 57 7 25 95 9 80 9 23 

TOTAL 1470 

Source: HASIDA 
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I 
Adainistrative 

No Regions Food 

1 Addis Ababa 630 
2 A:si 179 

3 Asseb 5 
4 Bale 111 

5 Eretirea 201 
6 Ga111ugofa 78 
7 Goja111 318 
8 Gonder 225 
9 Haragrea 359 

10 lllubabor 115 
11 Ke ff a 161 
12 Shoa "791 
13 Sidaao 389 
14 Tigray . 72 

15 Wellega 153 
16 Wollo 126 

Total I SSl 3?13 

Employment l7752 

Source: HASlDA 

Regional Distribution of private manufacturing eetabliehmente 

(1984/85) 

Number of Establishments by major Industrial Group 

Pre-
Beve· Printing Chemical non- fabricated -Textile Leather Wood & rubber & metalic age1 

plastic plastic minerals metal 
products 

4 1174 205 213 22 43 38 189 
- 17 - 12 - - 1 2 
- 2 - 4 - - - -- 5 - 3 - - - -
8 615 71 80 13 27 28 91 
- 17 - 1 - - 1 -- 17 2 13 - - 2 9 
- 43 - 6 - - 1 3 
- 42 - 14 1 - 8 7 
- 7 - 4 - - - -- 37 - 10 - - 1 5 
- 49 1 24 - ·5 5 33 
- 27 - 8 - 1 - 2 

- 81 2 11 1 2 3 16 
- 10 - 4 - - - -- 29 - 12 - - 2 8 

12 2172 281 419 37 78 90 365 

376 7886 1405 3008 602 859 1010 2264 

Othen Total 

94 2612 

6 217 

1 12 

2 121 

98 1232 

- 97 

7 368 

10 288 

25 456 

- 126 

5 219 

25 933 

1 428 

24 212 

4 171 

15 192 

317 7684 

1594 36846 

Percent-
age 

% 

33.99 

2.90 

0.01 

1.57 

16.10 

1.26 

4.80 

3.75 

5.93 

1.64 

2.85 

12.14 

5.57 

2.76 

2.23 

2.50 
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